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_ The author __has aftem _ dra* __from = over -_600_,,research
reports -on Creative_ thhildng the most- -Vabiabbk items for class-
room-rooni teachers _In_ places, _the text his'eniphisized_ the positive
rather thariTattempting to identify the 'rmany:gaPs_in-nuf
edge.- Clearly there- are great_ areas ignOrance -One-ernbig
creativitY-(See.:CreativityE--Progresi----end-'Petenti_ak- edited- by
'Calvin W. Taylor;NeWNOrk:- McGraw -Hill. Co.-, 1964).

The author_ is indebted to the New World Foundation of New
-York_ foisupplementarY_ support:whicb enabled him to have tree
=time for_the--preparation- of -this- pamphlet.---;

The interpretations-,and recommendationt-are_thOie*hich the
author believes are -supPorted bYiresearch- or by expert opinion.
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gestions were carefully considered; the -author respon able for

,
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-i nd-ed ited by the N EA InfOrmaithS ervio es._

.



CREATIVITY

-TEE DEMANDS of the timee,= national needs, recent-discoveries,- and
_- a few sustained'research-efforts with some resulting- accumulation =

of knowledge :about 'the nature., measurement and develOpuient
._,of.thetreative thinking abilities have-fostered among educators_-
-hi :all fields and at Al- levels an unprecedented interest in cre-
ativity. -The_ urgent demands'-ef the moment are -reinforced, hy
-Several quite-legitimateebncerns_of long standing among eanca7-
tots.-These=persiltent and recurrent legitimate concerns include

-Such educational =goals as the preductioubtffully functioning,
'mentally:- hoalthy,----4e117educated, successful indie=

_ vidualt.--4Recent_ research, findings_:_bidicate strongly :that these
goals eie-Undeniably related:to

pOssible :_that many :_thingsieenibe:_leinied_ inIt 'now
ways

.

-creative _ways --_more_ economically mid_ effectively than; by au-
thOrity. It appears that children eari-be taught in way -that

, _

their -creative thinking_ abilitiei are Usefulin acquiring= even the
traditional educational thatjhese abilities are
frOm-- those -theasure&b)iltraditiOnal ,intelligence--end _scholastic
aptitude tests, and --that_-they -arelinportant in mental:hcalthand_
vocational Success.-; Many educational leaders _areSeeing'in- these
findings -i-dernand-fdr-truly revolutionary_ehangesin _educational
_objectives, curriculums; =instruments- for 'assessing- mental growth
and educational achievement," instructional procedures, counsel-

r

and7=giaddince4reeeddres; ; supervisory =and administratiVe
practices, and 'eVen-- in `school building -planning. -Although= the
present accumulation- of research findhigs_*cerning_the nature,
measurement, anal:development ef_ the- creatiVe thinking abilities
it far from adequate to tell eddeators what td do about develop-
ing creative talent, it- does provide clues for classroom teachers.

WHAT IS MEANT BY CREATIVITY?

Creativity may be defined in many ways. It it usually defined
in terms of either a prodess or =a product, but may also be defined
hi terms Of a persthuility -or an .environmental condition. The
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author -has_ chosen to-define creativity as -the process -of sensing
problems_ or gaPs in information, -forming-

and
or hypotheses; -,

testing and modifying' these=hypotheses, and communicating the _-
results, This process may ,lead to-any-one'of many kinds _of _prod- _
uctsverbal -and' nonverbal, concrete and: abstract '.'Under this
definition;.it is possible Ito subsume the major_'eleiientr Pf most
other definitioni The - production- of_ something new or
is 'included in -almost_ all of them. -Creativity_is somoimet4con--_--
-trastedlOcOnformity and is defined as the contributiOn of origi-:
nal Ideas; a_ different- point of-:view, or a heiv:way- Of _looking at
iiroblenis;_ivlieritii -conformity- is defined : as_ 'doing whit is
peated_-__--without_- di-dr-chin or causing; trOuble z for othert._ Cre--
ativity= has :alio been defined -as -a-siccessful step into the-_
known, getting away from the main- track,- breaking 6ut-of---the-
mold;--being-lopen--to: ekperierice andItermittirig- one- thing: to
lead -to_ another recombining, ideas or seeing new relationships
amongideas, and so-op.;Suck Con6epts_lia-cutiOity,-iinagination,
discovery,_ innovation, and invention are also -prominent:in dis-
cussions of creativity,: and sometimes -one or the other- it:equated_
with oreatiVity. Someinsist that every act of adaptation may be
regarded-as-_-_creative-behavicir,

When creativity is defined is a produat; the results of the
protess are = embodied in an invention, a:scientific theory, an im-
proved produet, a literary work, a musical composition; a new
design; or the the allay-it may_ be the discoVery of a
new relationihip in nature -(new to the child, at least), a song,



a poem, a story,:or some unusual contraption or gadget. At the
highest leyetit. is required_ that a creative idea be true, gen-
eralitable, and surprising in the light of what was known-at, the
time the ideamas produced. The U.S. Patent Office requires that
a patentable device measure up to Some_ standard. of "inventive
leVer characterized by, such=qualities as a high degree of tirea-

--tive strength; tiefulnws in the sense of being a "stride forward";
and newness associated; with overcoming _a difficulty, prior fail
ure: to_solve,"-the problem, prior skepticism, rand Ilovelty of in-:
striumentality. In a less stringenCsOse, 'these criteria can be
applied - to the prOductiont of children and young People.

HOW IS CREATIVITY MANIFESTED AT
DIFFERENT= EDUCATIONAL LEVELS?

Early' Childhood =or_Preschoot=Years-

Many scholars:have denied the- possibility that young Children
can_ do prodUctivei thinking _(prodiO\-ing- something from what is
cognized and remembered), -and- thichar led to an overestimate
of- the _ child'S --tedeptiVity.lhis-miSciii6eption- hat- led to an over-
emphasis upon the importance of providing a stimulating enoiriin=
mat' to the neglect of ptoviding a-reiponsive: environment; an
emphasis upon- recall and _reproduction to the _neglect_ of prob-'

. lcm solving,
The -confusion-about the capacity of Children for creative think

ing has been increased by the tendency for_each investigator to
limit =too seriously the range of his_ observations of creative-Mani
festations. Ne_ single -area of obs-ervation or test -taps all of :the
child'S resources for creative-thinking, and the -same test or -kind
of -observation may hot, be -equally Valid or adequate -at all age
and educational levels. The-beginnings of- creative thinking may
be found: -in the manipulative, eiploratory, and experimental
activities' of _theinfant and the-use of =facial expressions, -efforts
to discover _and test the-toe:Ming of facial-- expression_s and ges-
turesof-others, and-the like.-
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= The Eleinetitary SchOol=_Years

Of the many manifestations of creativity duringthe elementary
school years; greatest attention has been,given to creative writing
andert. We are now having crenewed =recognition of_ the value
of children's writing and art and discovering that children can
be, creative iscii variety of other ways which are *alsci important.

*Generally, educators of the past have coniidered children in the
elementarY -and even in the high school years to bc-fineapable of
creative' scientific:thought Thus, until recintlYithe introduction
of science into the curriculum has beakdelayed until high school,
and even then it Was taught at a body of accumulated knowledge
to be_transinitted b3r authority and not, at a way :of AbinkingVe
ditcovery-and-inquiry.:The picture is now- changing Science has
been added to -the elementary ,eurriauldmi such '= hit-
tory, an& childreneven are beingftaught- the: thinIcic tls of
the historian. Similar -developments Will be lorthcomthb an-
throPology, geography, psythOlogy, and sociology.

The: High School Years

A number of teen-agers have made history with their inven-
tions, iCientific discoveries,z' end other creative contributions.
Among them are- Artirol:Toscanini, Wernher von Braun, Samuel
Colt, Ionia Galileo Cattle, and Edna St 'Vincent Mi lay.
Each year, a number of notable inventions and discoveries are
Credited to high Sadol yOuthi.--High schools haVe long hid Pro-
visions for recognizing creative writing and talent and
in recentiyears haVe begun Maldng 'provisions for recognizing
scientific and inventive talent The folloWing five Manifestations
are recognized in the CreatiVe Science Scale used by the National
Merit Scholarship Corporation in its:work:

1. Giving an original paper at- a scientific meeting sponsored
by a professional society .-

2. Winning a prize or award in a scientific talent -search
S. Conitructing scientific apparatus on own initiative
4. Inventing a-patentable=device
5. Having a scientific paper -published_ in a science puma

6



The Creative Arts Scale gives _Cedit for such_manifestations as
published poems and articles; awards is _speech contests; prize-
winning Sculpture, cersuirks, and painting; mask* compoeitions

_ and artingements which :have been publicly performed; dra-.
_rustic performances; literary awards and creative writing prizes;
and cartoon, pubksbedin public-newspapers- or =swine&

Collige Yeari

:-Undergriduate-4:011ege_students have been known toiproduce
almost-ill types-of creative, products such isiaventiresoiredical
di:eared* boolcs;_ monographs, diamas,-,- Audi__ oparaa: Usually,
laavever,-_such accomplishments have been,achieved_outdde of
college _requirements and sponsorship Dbsertatimis_ end theses,
use regarded as Origiztelcontributions, tend -to be evaluated in
terms-- of- corrednescof :Methodology rather than =in ---__terms of
adenalitri.power,-_114 worth of the-ideas-developed=
Through honors nrograna:and other provisions= fee_ individual
investigation i, effOrts_are being increased-to change this_ picture.
Alin,- there have always been outstandingexceptions to the gen-
erelizadons jest- ,exprelsed. Medidne, -for example, has -a rich
tradition of important _discoveries by undergraduate students
(see General Reference

HOW. ARE CREATIVE THINKING
ABILITIES MEASURED?

During the past SO years a mare, -a_ Variety- of -proCeduree have
been_ developed for Meigilting some-- of menthe thinldng
abilities. Most of these Measures have been used only in research,
and only now _are tests of creative- thinldng &Mittel, becoMing
valid))e for use In -schoob. It shield be made explicit
point that iheireight of evidence indicate" that creative think-
ing is not a_- unitary_- ability, bat that a--nrimber-of abilities are
involved-(sar Nos. -7,15, 16, ind-11,--Selected- Research-Refer-
ences,- end= Nos. 1, 7, and 13, General fieferences)-. Thus, at-
tempts to develop a single indea-ol-crestbro_ thin/dig or a CQ
(Creative-Quotient) should be avoided, -According to the most
extensive- research in this field, the abilities iniolved are send-
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test has almost always been used by schools and clinics as the
sole index of a person's intellectualVotential. If his achievement
in somnarea fell below the-level which would be expected from-
hit IQ, he Was said to be underachievIng.I If he achieved at an
age level higher than woua be 'expected from his IQ, he was
somehow supposed to be overachieving. Curriculums and meth-
odi of teaching generally have been designed to bring about the
kinds of growth or achievement related to the mental abilities
involved in intelligence or scholastic aptitude tests. Tests of edu-
cational achievement- likewise bairn- been -constructed acing the
same lines. This nairoviOOncept_of the human mind and itsfunc,

_
Honing has produced=a kind of -education which falls far short
of our ideal of a humane education which will give all children
a chance to realize theit potentialitiet.

-Current research involving programmed instruction is show-
mg that such instruction can bring into play different abilities
and different strategies of leariiing.iin some experiments, post-
program performance seems to be less related to mental age as
measured by anintelligence or scholastic-Aptitude test than to
performance on tests of originality Many findings suggest that
we may be discovering'a 'few clues that will enable us to educate
to a higher degree Many people whom we have not been very
successful in educating, such as the vast army of dropouts and
other less educated groups.

WHAT PATTERN OF DEVELOPMENT DO THE
CREATIVE ABILITIES FOLLOW?

From the best research evidence available and the observations
of many investigators, creative imagination during early child-

-. hood seems to reech a peak between four and four and one-hall
years (see No. 1, Selected Research References) and is followed
by a drop at about age five when the child enters school for the
first time. Although this,drop has generally been regarded as an
inevitable developmental phenomenon irenature, there are now
indications that this drop in _five-year-olds is a man-made or
culture-made phenol-tenon rather than a natural one.

Findings concerning the stages of creative development dur-
ing the elementary years have been amazingly consistent; con-
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sidering theivariety of measures, samples of subjectsoindveriods
in histiiryinvolved; In the United States, most of -the- creative
thinking abilities as-measurei br tests show growth from the

-first through third grades, a- sharp -drop at about the beginning
of efnurtka-xise during the fifth and sixth, and another decline
a t a b o u t t h e beginning of the. seventh- grade_ (see Nei.- -19 and
21,=- Selected Researeh--Referentes ): The rise in the fifth -=
hOweier, =is primarily, among girls and is =in fluency rather than
in originality Some investigators have foand that-the:- seventh
grade decline extends into the eighth, but the writet'i own studies

-shOW a=ritelbetween the seventh and-eighth grades, with con-
tinued grthith until nearthe end of the-high_ school years, at
which time there is a leveling cifflir a:slight decline:

StudielZinVelving deliberate attempts to keep = alive creative
growth in the grade_ and studies of the-development of

-- the creative abilities in culteres outside_ the United States all
suggest that at leek the drop which occurs in the fourth grade
is a man -mate rather than a natural phenomenon.-

Non-test Ways of = Identifying Creative Behavior

It will be some time before existing-teitt of treativity_Will be
in common use. Many- schools do not have school psychologists,
cotniselers, Or tithes qthilified to use such= tests. Also,: a 'few
children are not motivated to perforin creatively_ On-testi. Tests
almost-- ahothys -have time limits, sindcreativitY cannot always be
hurried or forced. Soine highly creative children have difficulty in
Writing their ideas, While-Others:have special difficulty in_ com-
mimiCating them oral* Thus, there_ is sa need to continue to
develop ion-fest ways. of:identifying creative talent

Most teachers, hOwever, have to redefine theizaistomary con-
cepts and %dues before theycan identify Creatively gifted pupils.
When asked to evaluate pdPils in-terms of- specific criteria of
creativity, teachers generally -report that this is the first time
they have thought of their pigs in these terms. Much7behavior
that manifests the presence Of creative talent ii labeled by par-
ents and clathroom teachers as undesirable. One boy* was so
clever and ingenious in the *ay he cheated on a test- that his
teacher recognized his talent and was challenged to modify his
teaching Methods. The resulting change in the teacher's be-
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havior was accompanied by -dramatic _changes _in' the boy's be-
havior and by the develoPMent of :an mitstandint-talent:

One-itudy:reiealed that the most frequently named=-non-test
-Ways, of identifying creativetalent by teachers are indicators of

= curiosity, inquisitiveness; invettiptiveness, and penetrating ques-
--- tioning.- One rather well - validated set- of indicators- of curiosity-
-=include__"PositiVe-reactions to new, strange, incongruous,rt or mys-
terious elements-in:the:environment (exploration, - manipulation,

eihibitiOn- of a need-: or desire = -to IcnOw_, about -- one's -Self
-and/or_his :environment; scanning of -ones surroundings seeking
new experiences; and persistence in-examining-and exploring
stimuli in order to know_more about them"- (see NO.-11, Selected
Research_ References).- =

Other "--freqUently -listed- non-test indicators include originality
-in -behavior_ unusual solutions, unusual answers, and un=
usual 'approaches-to Problem'solving); indepenilentindiVidu-
isti courageous:- behavior; imagination -(e.g,lantaay and story-
telling);_noncOnforining behavior.-(notibothered-ly_prestures to
conformity); unusual perCeptivenesi of relationships; a_ n- over-
flow_ of ideas; experimentation ; unusual flexibility in meeting
emergencies; _unwillingnets_ta,rgive up;_ constructiveness; day,
dreaming-_and preoccuPation_svith-with --cir_problemiind going
beyond-assigned_ tasks z

As teachert- gain a better understanding of creative behavior,
they will be able to redefine _Many behaViors-usually labelled as
undesirable and to see in- diem- an indication of- abilities which
_give promise of highly desirable talents. the next step,wOuld be
an acceptance of the challenge to_ guide individuals who possess..,
such talents to-apply their valuable abilities in creative, produc-
tive, socially valued achievements.

WHAT IS MEANT BY CREATIVE WAYS
OF LEARNING?

In this writer's opinion, the weight of present evidence indi-
cates that man fundamentally prefers to learn in creative ways
by exploring, manipulating, questioning, experimenting, risking,
testing, and modifying ideas. Teachers generally have insisted that
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it is more economical to learn by authority. Recent-research sug-
gests that many things, though not all,-cen be_ learned More effec-

uvely and-economically in creative-ways ratherthan by-atithority._

It also,appears that many individuals have au especially Strong
preferencelor learning creatively; learn irgreat deatif-permitted
to usntheir creative thinldng abilities,and Make little educational
progress -:When we insist that they learii_ by authority Such - sug

geStions open exciting for betterVaysnf
_ _ -7 e

Learning-creatively takes -place in the process- of- sensing prob-
lems_ or-gaps in-inferinatiOninaking guesses or hypotheses about
these deficiencies, testing these guesSes, revising and retesting
them, and communicating the results. human -,needi are
involved hieach stage" of this- roCess.-If we sense that something

is untrue,-_-tensien is 0ousecl, Wn are uncomfortable
an& want to dersoniethingto Tielleve-theiteision. makes.*
Want to ask questions,-make guesses, or otherwiseTincluire.
certain as to Whether our -guesses are correct, we Centinue to be
uncomfortable. _Thus, we are -driven to test our guetseii correct
our errors; and modify onr-conclusions. Once we--discovernOme-
thing, we', want to tell someone about -it.. Thit is why it is' so
natural for man to learn creatively. It seems so spontaneous that
some people call it incidental learning.

Creative

learning

devel

under vori

and informal

methods
We learn by authority when we are told what we should learn

and when we accept something as true because an authority
says that it is. The authority may be a classroom teacher, parent,

13



textbook, newspaper, or reference book. Frequently it is majority
opinion, the consensus of our' peer group. In our democratic
culture,= there is a tendency to emphasize the rightness of the
majority in determining the truth:

'From' these- differentiations and from -research- evidence, it
appears that learning by authority priMarily brings into play
on_the part of the leimer -such abilities as recognition,: memory;
and -logical reasoning:=the abilities most. frequently -*Seised by
traditional -_tests intelligence and 'scholastic aptitude. In ebn-
trait; creative learning inVolves_ such:abilities =as eValtratien (es-

. pecially the ability to sense probleint,InConsistencies, and Milting
elements), divergent production (e.g., fluency,- flexibility, origi-
nality;- ands elaboration), and redefinition...

Several well-knoW-n studies -.indicate ; that= the creative think-
ing abilities can be important in educational achieVetient (see
Nos. 5 ancf111, SeleCted Research References ).,It appears, how-
ever, that these nbilitiet are less -useful in classes arid. in Schools
where teachers insist that children learn almost entirety by au:
thority.

WHAT CAN TEACHERS DO?

At an early age many _children appear to develop a preference
for learning by, authority. The human needs that make creative
learning a natural process,-however; appear to be sufikientliuni-
versal to make this way of learning a powerful one fc,i411 Children,
though not an exclusive one. What, then, can teachers do to pro-
vide the conditions in which the creafive thinking abilities have
a predOminint tole?

Piovide Opportunities for Creative Behavior
One of the most'obvious ways of providing conditions for crea-

tive learning b to offer a curriculum with plenty of opportunities
for creative behavior. This Can be done in many ways. It can
be done by making assignments which call for original work, in-
dependent learning, self-initiated projects, and experimentation.
It can be done daily by the kinds of uestions teachers ask in
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class and by the lcindi of problems used for-discussion. One-study
_ showed that over -90 pereent of the_ questions asked _by teachers

of junior high ichool-social-studiet _courses- called-only for recall.
Few questions called for any kind of productive thinking.- Some
-of the new-curricular materials now being developed inithe form-
of workbOOks-and. audio tapes_ and recordings Will make it easier
for teachers to provide opportunities- for- creative_ learning.- Es-
teritially,-. these materials provide progressive warm =up-_- esperi--
enees, procedures -__which: permit_ one thing to lead to 'another,
and-activities which make creative- thinldng--both -legitiniate and
rewarded _

_

The research evidence in favor of deliberate efforts-to improye
the quantity_ and quality of creative thinking are quite impres-
sive ( see -Nos._ 6, 10, 15; 17,18, 20,-_ 22,f_ and 23; Selected- Research
References, and Not. 12' and _13, =General- References). Arai-zing
records'of invention; discovery,-_,arid--creative_sOhitiont have _been

_ compiled-through- suoh--deliberiti-Traethods as brainstorming or
creative problem_ solving;:synectiei (a- method of creative prob-
lem solving-1306d on the _idea that creative efficiency --can be in-
Creased markedly if People- understand -the- psychological prow
esses- by _which they-operate and that in the creative process the
emotional Component is more important than theintellectual, the
irrational more important than-the: rational); and bionics (a
Somewhat similar method WhichE relies:heavily upon- analogies
to-biological and electronic phenornena as a- Source of generating
new ideat). T_ he- evidence-from _nnumbet-of experiment:sin edu-

-cational -and industxial situations alie_ supports-the vahie of such
methods:- Thin, the use of etirricular-Materialt which- faMilierize
children with the nature of the creative thinking process through
the lives_ of -eminentcreative persons develop skills in the use
of analogy Would seem to-be- juitified.

Develop Skills for Creative .1.earriing

Learning in creative ways requires certain skills not required
in learning by authority the skills and strategies of inquiry,
creative research, and creative problem solving. Interested read-
ers will find useful materials in Nos. 6, 10, 14, 15, and 18, Selected
Research References, and Nos. 10, 12, 14,15, and 16, General
References.
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Reward Creative- Achievements

Educational research has indicated = repeatedly that people.
tend to learn along the lines they find rewarding. If we want__
children to think creatively, we must learn how to reward crea-
tive behaVior. We reward children not only through grades but
also through the --kinds of behaviors we encourage or discourage
and by thevay we respond to the 'curiosity needs of children and
young -People: _ '

We need:td-be_respectful-of the unusual questions Children ask;
Nothing-is more rewarding to_the _curious --child than to find the
answer to his question. Although=lengthy delays.are unnecessary,
it it important to enrich the period between the question and the
answer.

7 We must be respectful Of the unusual -ideas- and solutions of
children. Children who learn in creative ways Will:see many re-
lationships that their teachers _Miss:- Thus, the ideas presented
must be eValuated before being distaissed.

We need-to- show-Ohildren that _their ideas have ague. This is
done by listening to their- ideas;-eonsidering them, testing them,
using them, .communicating them_ to others, and giVing -then)
credit for their ideal.-

We need to provide- opportunities and give credit for self-
initiated learning. Overly detailed superVision, too much reliance
Upon Prescribed curriculums, .failure to appraise learning re-
sultiagi from the child's_ own initiative, and attemptslo 'cover*.
too Much 'Material with no- o_ ppottimity for reflection interfere
seriously with such effort,.

We also-need to provide chances_ for children to learn,- think,
anAdistootriwitkout threats-of *Mediate -evaluation. _Constant,
eVakiatien, especially during practice and initial learning, makes
children -afraid to use creative ways in learning. The making of
honest errors dining the early-stages of learning should be made
less damaging to the child's record.

Provide for Continuity of Creative Development

The discontinuitieg in creative development that occur at about
age five, the fourth grade, and the seventh_grade in the United
States have already been noted. Comparative studies in cultures
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outside the United States suggest that these discontinuities are
culturally determiled and are due, primarily to &continuities
in our culture and 5n our educational programs. -" '-

For healthy creative development, it appears that the- creative
imagination must" be energieed and guided from birth. If it is
stifled early, as in Western Samoa and in some of the subcultures
of India, it will'become imitative or mediocre, if it survives at all.

Establish-r-Creative- Relationships witly. Children

MI efforts to _establish co_ nditions_fOr creative- eitning may fail
unless classroom- teachers are able to establish Creative relation-
ships- With children: The term creative relatioaship-seenia appro=
priate --biicatue the desired kind: of rolationship-ltakeAplace_ in
much the_ swine way as does _Creative thinking. The creative rela=
-tiofiship between the teacher -and pupil _requires a -Willingneu oa
the part-of the teacher _to- permit one thing to= lead to -another,
to embark With the-child on an_ unknown adventure. It Is also
1114 -the-creative thinking process In that the_ teacher may -work
hard to _establish this kind of relationship,- may fervidly-want it,-
and still may fail._Tlien iddenly_it _Seems to "Just- hipperi." The
teacher has to be _ready to accept _therelationihip-- when
pens," -just as the inventor or scientific disceverer has- to do. This-
asPect 'of the relationship,- if =nothing else, makes= it vastly dif-
ferent from what Is frequently referred_ to as permissiveness
in education. The environment created by the- teacher is definitely
a responsive one in which the-child -finds- adequate guidance.

Other Things Teachers Can-DO

Although-earl teacher must evolve his own unique ways of
teaching, experimental studies-show that the following principles
Or proceduni have value in facilitating creative behavier.

L Give purpose to creative writing. A number -of Studies- have
exploded the assumption that creative writing Skills are developed
by requiring a thane a week. -Experiments -in which one-condi-
tion involved-the _Writing of a_therne_ a-week which was carefully
corrected and the other involved-considerable reading and practi-
cally no -Composition work-have generally -given a slight, though
not statistically significant, edge to the reading group, insofar as
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composition writing is concerned. There is a difference in writing
something-to be corrected and writing something to be communi-
cited. _

2. Provide experiences Which make children more sensitive to
environmental stimuli. One experiment shows that
increase_ the clarity and vividness of their perceptions-of sensory
stimuliand,_thitt--tbituffectu-theTcinality-of ihoiloreatiVe Writing.
OVer a -10-week period, _-one =group-practiced writing -Vivid de-
scriptions_of pictures- which_they_hid studied; the second studied
literaryinodeb- containing-words of sound, color, and movement;
the third practiced describing_all-of the pOsaible mutations, such
as Sight, smell, touch, and hearing,- that they could- experience in
examining-an object or situation.-The third_ group thawed -signifi-
candy -greater gains on composition tests -than did_ the other two
SrouPs

8.'Develop a constructive- attitude toward the infornnition
taught In-three different Mcperiments, -students who assumed a
constrtictive rather than _a --critical' attitude toward available in-
formation were able to produce_a larger number of creative
solutions and more original °ties. One of these _experiments in-
volved the reading of research- articles and second, textbook
material.biboth,- one group- was -asked to read flitter-Jai with a
critical attitude, identifying defects; _ancti the -other was asked to
read-the material -with a creative-or constructive attitude, think-
ing of other potdbilities,-tpplications,' and the-like. In the third
experinient; information about -an industrial problem was given
to participants in an. industrial training program. `Critical and
constructive attitudes were engendered in a similar manner with
similar results.

t Provide adequate warm-up for creative activities. Experi-
ment* involving various kinds of "mind-stretching" activities have
repeatedly demonstrated-the value of warm-up --experiences (see
Nos. 10 and 17, Selected Research References).

Lin warming up pupils for creative thinking, avoid giving
examples or illustrations Which-will freeze or unduly shape their
thinking, In many cases, the giving of examples establishes ex-
pectatiOns which are difficult tolbreak. This Makes it difficult for
pupils to get away from the Obvious and commonplace in their
thinking. Experiments involving creative thinking tests show
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that giving examples tends to increase fluency. and to reduce
Originality. An experimentinvolving_the making-of puppets in an
art class showed-that the giVing of examples_ by the teacher re-
daced:the originality and variability of the puppets :produced
by the class.

-8.-Avoid-livintevaluative':cornmenti too "frequently during
practice problem or activities. One =experiment showed no dif-
fereñceln theOffects-on thellubsequest Creativity-Of three types
Of evaluated---practice (criticism -and Correction,- Suggestions -of
other_ possibilities, 'and-A combination of =these two).- TO fre-
quent use Of evaluation,- regardless of-- the -type, -Interfered with
learning and-,resulted in lotver performance on the test task.

7. Provide -unevalturted_r4the-record, preCtice. Young chil-
dren are sometimes unproductive In responding to tests of crea-
tive thinking until they are urged-to give their idea's "just for fun"
Or assured:thatlhis doesn't count"- ln-one experbnent Which in-
volved two practice periods, each followed:by-a-test-task similar
to thepraet1e task It Was found- that unevaluatedpracticeled
to mot creafir performaticeseti-the test -tasks than did evalu-
ated practice. 'This principle, however, seemed to be More im-
portant In-grides thiough 3 thanIn grades 4 through &

8. Avbid the use of -critical _peer_ evaluation &wing_ practice
sessions,iespedally above the third- grads. In an experinient-simi-
kr to the one jug mentioned, creative or constructive-evaluation
(pointing out other possibilities) rather than critical evaluation
(pointing out defects to _be Corrected) by _classinater wai more
effective in producing °debility, elaboration, and -setnitivity iu-
grades 4 through 8, but not in kitIdergerr- ten-through third- grade.

9. Within heterogeneous classes, use Al.-,gensous rather than
heterogeneousigroupings: occasionally) to reduce ths social stress
among members of Small groups working on creative group ac-
Haines. In experiments-with groupings within thus-es based on
either tests of creative thinldng-or tests of intelligenCe, this con-
clusion was supported. In the homogeneous grout* there was less
disruptive interaction and more positive, cooperative Interaction
than in heterogeneous gams-. Under homogeneous grouping,
low ability pupils were more productive than were low ability
pupils in heterogeneous groups
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for a readiness which never quite arrives, deparbnentalindon
and vested interests; expertness and specialisation; the ccnviction
that education should use only materials which are true, mural,
or artistically excellent; Mechentration and loss of intimacy be-
tween teachers and Andante; the conviction that, education should
be made as easy as possible; and the low prestige in our society
of 'choler:, teachers, and :mach waken.

HOW MAY TEACHERS UNDERSTAND AND
INCREASE THEIR OWN CREATIVITY?

Almost no research -has been directed to the problem of help-
ing teachers- understand- and__incraue -their _ own creativity.
gnawer of wheduir or not it takes a aeative teacher to develop
creativity in others,- it is AM important that teachers undersand
aid learn hoW to increase their own -creativity. Perhaps nothing
would do more to improve the-- mental health of the teaching
profeesiOn and to increase the satisfacticer of -teaches" with their
Jobs than to raise the level of -their _ Creative functioning. It is
likely that most-of the environmental conditions already discussed
might be applied- by aachen understioding and -increasing
their own creativity. In addition, however, there are forces within
the-teacher which mist be understood lad dealt with.

Common Difficulties in PrOducing Original Ideas

As a teachee-training procedure, the present author and his as-
sociatechave used with over 3,000 teachers and student teachers
a set of materials entitled "Sounds and Images" which have built
into them several features which have been found in other
studies to facilitate the production of original ideas. Essentially,
the materials consist of four sound effects to be used as the beds
for producing wordsictures or Images. This set of four sound
effects is repeated three times, and the listener is urged each time
to push his imagination further and further to produce original
word pictures. In some groups, we have discussed with par-
ticipants the difficulties they experienced. In othess, we have
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asked the respondents to list individually the difficulties they ex-
perienced. The following quite commonly recognized difficulties
have also been reported by eminent creative persons and by
others who have studied the creative thhiking process.

I. Difficulty in finding words to- describe original images.
Original ideas or images are frequently too complex to put into
words. Not all creative insights can be or need to be expressed
in words. Human beings respond creatively in many ways. To the
pianist, the sculptor, the dancer, the surgeon, the mechanic; ideas
burst into awareness in kinesthetic form, feeling their way into
various kinds of muscular expression. Fingers "itch' to play;
music "flows" from hands; ideas "flow" from the pen. Some
participants wanted to express their images by visual rather than
verbal symbols.

2. Inability to let the imagination 'go," to laugh, to play with
new ideas and materials. After all, teachers are grown-ups. They
are persons of status and niust remain dignified. Many cannot
permit themselves to laugh or giggle "ffice children." Eventually,
almost all of the groups engaged in some laughter, but some of
them were far more grim than others. Groups of student teachers
generally proved to be the most restrained. Many students of
creativity believe that the ability to regress (laugh, imagine, play,
have fun) is an important characteristic of the creative person.

3. A tendency to analyze rather than synthesize. Generally,
teachers have been trained to analyze complex phenomena. The
emphasis in creative thinkin& however, should be on synthesis
rather than analysis. We are prone to use the microscope and
radar freely, to take things apart to be scientific. Synthesis; how-
ever, is just as scientific as analysis. Analysis is useful in identify-
ing defects; synthesis is necessary in pushing forward to a new
structure or possibility.

4. Too qui& syntheses before all of the facts have been taken
in. In the sessions with teachers; many formed an image from the
first element of the sound effect. As other elements followed, they
were unable to unfreeze their first image and incorporate all of
the elements in a unified image. This is why it is important that
teachers permit themselves to experiment with new materials,
ideas, and experiences. Teachers, like their pupih, should not
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feel that they have to be absolutely correct the first time and
thus miss the constant testing and revision necessary for sound
creativity.

5. Difficulty in freeing oneself from an earlier image. Some of
the participants who made too -*lick: syntheses, Were able to-
abandon the inadequate image and form a new one: Others Were
not. Some of them were so concerned abOut certainty. and ac-
curacy (what the sounds actually were) that they were unable to
think creatively. A need for security or safety makes it difficult to
get away from the Obvious and commonplace.

O. Fear of 'going too far our its the imagination. With each
successive playing of the sound effects, the participants were
urged to stretch their imaginations further and further. A majority
of them expressed a preference for their respontes,to the second
rather than the third presentation of the sound effect*. Some were
afraid that their had been too imaginative. Others refused to be
pushed further and only elaborated upon the first or second
images produced. Some were afraid to let other members of the
group see their responses to the third presentation of the sounds,
lest their sanity be questioned. The fear of being an individual,
of being oneself, is widely recognized as a Serious block to crea-
tive thinldng. It takes courage to be oneself, to think one's awn
ideas. Highly creative persons are not conformist* in their ideas,
neither are they deliberate noncOnformists. Instead, they are
genuinely independent in their thinking. This does not mean,
however, that they are always confident about their ideas. Even
the most eminent creative individuals experience feelings of
doubt and misgiving.

7. Distraction caused from haring to think In a large group.
Many creative people- and that they must be alone in order to
think -*nigh problems and come up with original and useful
solutions. Apparently, creativity may take both, working with
others and tvorking 'alone. There are times .tvhen teachers may
have to get away from social distractions and avoid interruptions
to think of sr creative solution to a nagging problem.

8. Too groat a flood of ideas. A frequent complaint of par-
ticipants was that they had difficulty in writing down any image
because they had too great a flood of ideas or images. This is
known by creative people as the avalanche effect" and calls for
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a peculiar kind of control. Creative energies must not be per-
mitted to waste themselves. They have to -be directed, slowed up,
stopped,or thinned out at times. To achieve something important,
the creative person has to select a small number of ideas and work
them out. Some ease the tension by "trapping" for future use the
ideas they cannot use at the moment' by writing them down and
filing them away.

9. Inability to summon the right mood. Some participants said
that they could not produce original ideas because they were not
in the mood. To know the secret of one's best moods and how to

`bring about this mood is important in the teacher's search for
creativity within himself.

10. Physical strain and inability to assume the bodily posture
most conducive to creative thinking. A frequent complaint in the
group sessions was. that it was not possible to stretch out, lie
down, draw their feet up, or assume some other bodily position
personally conducive to creative thinking. It is fascinating to
watch or to photograph children in the process of taking tests of
creative thinking or engaging in, other creative activities. Their
entire beings seem-to be involved in the process. As they grow
older, these unusual bodily postures are not noticeable during
creativity tests and experiments. Another complaint concerned
the restriction against walking around. Apparently, many people
find that one way to get ideas started is to take a walk or to pace
about The stirring up of purely physical energy seems to aid
in the warm-up process, Many writers and students report that
when they have difficulty in getting started on a project they can
sit down and start typing or writing whatever. comes into their
minds, and soon worthwhile ideas begin to develop and good
writing follows.

11. Lack of a good memory or rich background of reading and
experience. Participants in our sessions sometimes attributed their
ability to think of original ideas to their good memory or rich
background of reading and experience. Since originality depends
upon new and striking combinations of ideas, it is reasonable to
expect that themore ideas or images one has available, the better
are one's chances of coming up with original ideas. Many scien-
tific discoverers and highly creative people in other fields have
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been noted for. the broad scope of their-lmowleclge in fields out-.
side their own. The ability to think in terms of analogies seems
to be especially important

12. Preoccespation with worry. Many participants confided that
they were preoccupied with some worry and could not fix their
attention on the problem. This is a probleni to even= the most
creative Persons. Many highly creative people are extremely
sensitive, and worries about everyday affairs intensely affect their
creative work. Some trivial or tiresome duty may make even a
highly creative teacher unproductive.

13. Running out of ideas after the first series. Mew complained
that they had no difficulty in producing responses to the first
presentation of the stimuli, but were unable to think of any more.
People accustomed to the one-correct-answer approach rather
than thinking in terms of possibilities have this difficulty. They
have been conditioned to think of one solution to any problem--
usually the most obvious, safest possibilityfor them, "this is it."
Thinking of this one solution seems to close their minds, and they
are unwilling to entertain any other possibilities. The creative
person, however, is able to think in terms of possibles. For every
failing experiment, Edison had several ideas for new experiments.
Clement Attlee once said of Winston Churchill that in. confer-
ences, no matter what problem came up, Churchill always had
about 10 ideas on how to deal with it.

WHAT SHOULD BE THE GOALS IN
GUIDING CREATIVITY?

Understanding, measuring, and-developing the creative think-
ing abilities are part of the educator's great dream of achieving
a more humane kind of education in which every child will have
a better chance to achieve his potentialities. It-is of obvious im-
portance to society that creative talent be identified, developed,
and utilized. Already, the understandings derived from research
concerning the creative thinking abilities have broadened our
concepts of "giftedness" from that of the "child with the high IQ"
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to include also the highly creativi child and perhaps other types.
It is becoming increasingly clear that nothing can contribute more
to mental health and the general welfare of our nation and to the
satisfactions of its people than a general raising of the =level of
creativity. There is little doubt ,that the stilling of creative-think-
ing cuts at the very roots of satisfaction in liVing and even-
tually creates-dyerwhelming tension-and breakdown. Research in
progress suggests that it is important that creativity be energized
, and *guided from birth. If it is stifled early, it will only become
imitative, if it survives at all. It 3i true that vigorous creative
imagination can survive early stifling and opposition; but if- it
learns only to act vigorously without direction, it becomes dan-
gerous to society and perhaps to civilization.

It has already been pointed out that the creative thinking
abilities are important in the acquisition of even the traditionally
measured kinds of achievement when children are permitted to
achieve some of these goals in creative ways. Their importance
in vocational success has also been mentioned. Coals become
clearer and more urgent, however, when we look upon the crea-
tive thinking abilities as just one part of our expanded and ex-
panding concept of the human mind and its functioning. An ac-
ceptance of this broader concept of the human mind opens up
many new and tremendously exciting possibilities for teachers. It
places a new emphasis upon consideration of what man may be-
come. It suggests that we can educate to a higher degree many
people whom we have not been very successful in educating. As
we have begun to understand more deeply the creative function-
ing of the mind, the case for learning creatively rather than just
by authority has been strengthened. This may soon enable us
to learn what it really means to individualize instruction.

No matter how successful research becomes in determining
methods of identifying and developing creative talent in the
child, teachers must never forget that the very life and function
of creativity is to go courageously into the darkness of the un-
known. This involves ever searching for the truth and living
honestly. We shall be handicapped in achieving such a goal as
long as we condition children to authority acceptance and dis-
honesty in the home, school, church, and government. The truly
creative person, the kind of creative person that we need so
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urgently, must be able to make judgments independently and
stick to them, even though most others disagree. It must be
remembered thit every new idea in the-beginning always makes
its originator a- minority of one. ft is well known from research
that behig a minority of one is tremendously uncomfortable and
more than most people can tolerate. Thusoxeativity takes great'
courage. ,

Unfortunately, the results of research arenoi encouraging when
it comes to attitudes about the importance of courage. Teachers
and parent, in the United States do not give, a place of great
importance to either independence in judgment or courage, ac-
cording to what they consider an ideal pupil. The present writer
'developed a check list of 82 characteristics based on over 50 em-
pirical studies which differentiated some groups of creative per-
sons from-theit less creative peen..This check list has been sub-
mitted to over 1,000 teachers in different parts of the United
States and to groups of teachers in several, other countries.
Respondents were asked 'to indicate the degree to which they
believe each characteristic should be encouraged or discouraged.
In the list of 82 characteristics, courage ranks thirtieth. From the
results, it would appear that it is more important to teachers in
the United States that their pupils be courteous, do" their work
on time, be energetic and visibly industrious, be popular and
well liked by their peers, be receptive to the ideas of oikers, be
well rounded, and be willing to accept the judgments of author-
ities than to be courageous. Obviously, such a pattern of values
is more likely to produce a people ready for brainwashing than
one able to resist it and to think creatively.

The characteristic rated at the top of the list by both parents
and teachers in the United States is "consideration of others," cer-
tainly a. valuable one. This preoccupation with consideration of
others or politeness has been noted by a number of foreign
observers who haVe lived in the United States. In their experi-
ences, they found that this preoccupation causes us to be dis-
honest in our dealings_ ith.others and with each other. It causes
us, in politeness, to promise things which we have no intention
of doing. The characteristics of eminent creative persons as re-
vealed through, research would certainly suggest that anything
which conditions children for dishonesty endangers creativity.



CONCLUSION

The author hopes that be has' not conveyed the idea that re-
search has solved all of the puzzling phenomena about creativity.
To do so would be the grossest of errors. 'There are many more
questions that need to be answered before we have an adequate
scientific base for guiding creativity in the classroom. It is the
author's conviction, however, that we know enough from research
to enable us to do a far better job than we apparently do in
achieving even the most widely accepted goals of education. No
matter how much we learn from research, the individual teach-
er's way of teaching must be his own unique invention. He.rust
arrive at this personal invention through his own creative proc-
esses in -trying to accomplish his teaching goals. As he fails or
succeeds in reaching these goals, he becomes aware of his de-
ficiencies, defects in his techniques and strategies, and gaps in
his knowledge. He draws upon his past experiences. He increases
his search for clues in his ongoing experiences. He tries to apply
creatively the scientifically developed principles he has learned
in his professional education and reading. He sees things of which
he has hitherto been unaware. He starts making some hypotheses,
testing, and modifying them. Through the pain and pleasure
which accompany this process, the teacher's personal invention
his way of teachingevolves.
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